
Section Three

EFFECTS OF COMBINED ELECTRIC AND/OR MAGNETIC FIELDS ON
RADIOISOTOPE DECAY RATE AND/OR ENERGY OF EMISSION

Introduction

Work in the third section, concerns the effects of combined electric, magnetic, or pulsed EM fields on

radioactive sources. The combinations covered here are new ones not covered in sections one and two. It was

found that field strength as well as polarity of the electric and magnetic fields and the combination used has an

effect on several of the radioisotopes and radioactive minerals investigated. 
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A.   MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD MEASURMENTS    

A 15 kV “neon” transformer was used to generate up to 15 kV 60 hertz electric field. Some small 6v step

down transformers were also used.  For a few experiments a system composed of an auto ignition coil, a 12 volt

DC power source, and a wetted mercury relay was used to generate 60 hertz high voltage (1-20 kV).  A source of

pulsed (usually positive spikes) electrical signal was a high frequency spark generator (Tesla coil). The coil

produced voltage over 15 kV but the frequency of the spark emission is not as constant as can be obtained with the

auto coil system mentioned above. The high frequency coil is manufactured by Sargent Welch.  A Van de Graaff

generator and an air purifier (ion generator) were also used as pulsed sources.  In attempts to generate DC

magnetic field strengths needed for various experiments a magnetic solenoid was used.  This would generate a

fairly constant field when operated with a high current, low voltage DC power supply.  The EPSCO model D-

612T power supply although it is filtered has a substantial ripple, hence the field generated has about 736

milligauss AC component when operated at the 16 amperes, 8 volts necessary to generate about 3 kilogauss DC

field.

B.   FACTORS INFLUENCING RADIOACTIVE DECAY

i.    THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC AND / OR MAGNETIC FIELDS ON RADIOISOTOPE DECAY RATE AND ENERGY

OF EMISSION.

At this point it should be noted again that while the effects of exposure to these DC electric fields (and AC

electric and DC and AC magnetic ) generally do not seem to be permanent and in some cases reversed with change

in polarity they certainly can be long lived particularly for soil and shale exposed to these fields.  For long lived

isotopes a measure of the duration of the effect could be determined by plotting either change in activity versus

time or simply activity versus time.   Later this could be expressed in terms of the half life (the time it takes for the

effect to drop to half of its initial value).  This was done approximately for C14 after    exposure to magnetic AC

signal and was done more exactly for K40 and Rb87 exposed to combined DC and AC signal ( NN ).  For these

the half lives are 49.04 minutes for K40, 35.69 minutes for Rb87 and approximately one hour or less for C14. 

At an exposure voltage of 400 volts the change in activity seems to reach a maximum within about 15 to

30 minutes (note above that the half lives of effect after removal was about 30 to 45 minutes).  
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Studies were done using permanent magnets of various configurations and electromagnets charged with

“constant” current from DC power supplies.   Those electromagnets and solenoids used, because of imperfectly

filtered and rectified current had some AC magnetic field associated with them.  This AC field (usually less than

760 milligauss) was small compared to the DC magnetic values. 

First one should note by looking at this Table 10 ( MD+A) and other tables where permanent magnets and

electromagnets operating with constant current are used that the orientation has an effect on the results concerning

changes in activity.  That is exposure to a north pole produces frequently the opposite effect that exposure to a

south pole does.  Most work was done using inhomogenous fields but some work was done using the

homogeneous field generated by a large (2.5” diameter pole end) electromagnet.  Some experiments in both

systems produced statistically significant results. Some of the inhomogeneous fields were produced by a  “black”

solenoid that could generate up to several kilogauss constant field for a good portion of an hour.

For the permanent magnets, several large one kilogauss horse shoe magnets and some small button or disc

magnets were used. 

a.     Combined constant and alternating electric fields  (E D+A)

A number of studies on various isotopes were done using a combination of constant and alternating fields.

One method used was to put the sample ( usually in a container ) to be exposed on an aluminum foil covered glass

capacitor plate and connect the plate directly to the sources. In one commonly used set up the output from the 15

kV neon transformer was connected to a full bridge rectifier. The bridge had one leaky diode. This reduced the

voltage of each half of the sine wave to only 400 volts when this chopped signal (400 volts positive or negative )

was added to 5 kV DC signal which itself was reduced to 400 volts positive or negative. The combinations were

called “NN” or “PP” in which negative or positive 400 volt 60 cycle pulses were added to negative or positive 400

volts DC base. Other combinations were called  “PN” and “NP” in which the positive or negative 60 hertz pulses

were added to a negative or positive DC base respectively.  Later, when working with shales, a new system was

use to produce NN and PP signals with positive or negative 7500 volts pulses on a positive or negative 5000

( 2500 ) volts DC base.   A look at Table 25 where the summary of the effects of NN or PP exposure is recorded

reveals that in general the NN system causes a much greater increase in activity than the PP system. The effect on

Rb87, phosphate, and possibly K40 is bipolar in that the PP system caused a decrease in activity while NN caused

an increase.  Exposure of soil to either system greatly increased the activity but the NN system again caused a

much greater increase.  In the section presenting the effects of exposure to  “PTC” and “NTC” there is a

subsection presenting the effects of exposure to the Tesla coil alone ( null or “TC” ).  Note that the null values lie

between the NTC and PTC values for K40 and soil but are lower for Rb87 than either NTC or PTC.  The PTC and
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NTC set up was prepared by placing the sample on the capacitor plate, charging it with positive or negative 5kV

DC, and exposing it from overhead to the discharge from a Tesla coil.  Here the pulses were irregular and

ocassionaly the discharge would go above or below the + or -  5kV DC line. For additional details refer to Table

9a. 

When C14 was exposed to the systems NN, PP, NTC,and PTC 17 out of 21 experiments (80.95%)

decreased in activity regardless of the polarity. The average activity of 12 exposed to positive fields was 70.58%

of pre exposure levels.  The average activity of the 9 exposed to negative fields was 95.00% of the pre exposure

levels.  When exposed to P or N ( see section “h” for details ) C14 decreased exposed to P and increased slightly

exposed to N.

Note that repeated exposure of the C14 greatly reduced (80% reduction) the activity and/or amount of C14

present. The reader is refered to Table 9A, 13-21 and Table 28, 38-42.  Some attempts were made to see if the

C14 (presumably as CO2) was coming off of the substrate (expelled, boiled off, sublimated from).  No detectable

increase in reading in the air close to the sample was noted but it is felt this should be investigated further. 

The isotope K40, unlike C14, generally increased in activity when exposed to these systems.  The average

activity of 4 exposed to positive fields was 102.00% and the average of 13 exposed to negative fields was

117.58% of pre exposure levels.  When exposed to NN, PP, NTC or PTC  14 out of 17 experiments (82.35%)

increased in activity regardless of polarity.  When exposed to N or P potassium forty decreased in activity but to a

greater extent when exposed to P. The change in activity of K40 exposed to NN seemed to reach a maximum

within about 15 to 30 minutes (note below that the half lives of the effect observed for several isotopes after

removal is about 30 to 45 minutes).

A Feather analysis was done on K40 before and after exposure to the NN and PP systems.  The accepted

or literature value for the EBmax ( maximum energy of the beta emitted ) for K40 is 1.31 MeV.  The experimental

value before exposure to NN was 1.16 MeV; before exposure to PP, 1.28 MeV.  The values after exposure to NN

was 1.28 MeV, 110.34% higher in energy than the beta from the unexposed sample.  The value after exposure to

PP was 1.375  MeV, 107.84% higher in energy as compared to the unexposed sample.

Since the amount of KCl used in the NN system was known calculations ( using the procedure shown on

pages 108-110 of Chase and Rabinowitz ) were done to compute the actual half life of the K40 before and after

NN exposure.  The value before exposure was 1.600 x 109 years and the value after NN exposure was 1.415 x
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109 years ( literature value = 1.25 x 109 years ).  Using the experimental value the exposed ( NN ) sample has a

calculated half life 88.44% of the unexposed.  The shorter half life is in agreement with the higher activity

registered during the experiment.

Rubidium 87 generally decreased in activity when exposed to PP or PTC conditions. Ten out of

twelve experiments (83.33%) decreased when exposed. The average for the 12 was 96.98%. Rubidium 87

increased in activity when exposed to NN; twelve out of fifteen ( 80.0% ) increased in activity with the average of

the 15 being 106.63%. These results include data from 5 experiments using a NN system and 6 using a PP

system reported in section four.   

A Feather analysis was done on the Rb87 before and after exposure to the NN and PP systems.  The

literature value for the energy maximum of the beta emitted ( EBmax ) is 0.282 MeV.  The experimental value for

the control ( not exposed ) was 0.255 MeV.  After exposure to NN the  EBmax rose to 1.400 MeV, 549.02% of the

unexposed sample.  Exposure to PP resulted in an EBmax of 0.169 MeV, 66.27% of the unexposed sample.

These changes in the EBmax are the largest this author has encountered in any isotope analyzed in the ten years of

research in this field.

As with the K40 analysis after exposure to NN and PP, the Rb87 was analyzed so as the actual half life

could be calculated.  A correction factor was made for more self absorption due to the weaker beta ( 1.33MeV for

K40 divided by .273 MeV for Rb87 ) and a correction for lack of gamma emmision in the Rb87 decay ( 1.13 times

the experimental activity ).  The initial or “before” exposure half life value was 3.49 x 1011 years ( literature value

is 4.89 x 1011 years ) while the NN value was 3.07 x 1011 years and the PP value was 3.86 x 1011 years. Using

the experimental values it was found that the half life of the NN exposed Rb87 was 87.88% of the unexposed

value and the half life of the PP exposed Rb87 was 110.49% of the unexposed sample.  Again the half life

changes are in agreement with increased activity with NN and reduced activity with PP.  

When exposed to N the activity of Rb87 increased with the average of 6 experiments being 102.81% (

three reported in Table 25 in paper four ). With exposure to P the average of 7 experiments was 99.86% ( four

reported in Table 25 in paper four ). but more so with N exposure. Phosphate nodules from black shales or the

shale matrix itself when exposed to the AC-DC electrical combinations NN, PP, PTC, or NTC generally increased

in activity.  Sixteen out of twenty five experiments (64.0%) resulted in increases. Sixty percent of the shales

exposed to the positive DC bias systems, PP and PTC, increased in activity averaging 103.60% of pre exposure

values. Two thirds ( 66.7% ) of the shales exposed to the negative DC bias systems, NN and NTC, increased in
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activity averaging 133.27% of the pre exposure values.  Soil exposed generally increased, both in degree and as

percent of those exposed, even more so than the phosphate with 11 out of 16 ( 68.75% ) showing an increase.

Eight out of nine ( 88.89% ) soils exposed to the negative DC bias systems, NN and NTC, increased in activity

with the average being 264.11% of the pre exposure values. Three of seven ( 42.86% ) of the soils exposed to the

positive DC bias systems, PP and PTC, showed an increase with the average being 146.00% of the pre exposure

values. Extensive work on the shales using P and N system revealed that exposure to either system also increased

the activity.  Sixteen out of twenty two exposures ( 72.73% ) to P resulted in an average increase of 119.59% of

pre exposure value while 18 out of 24 ( 75% ) when exposed to N increased in activity to an average value of

139.66%.  When looking at the results of phosphatic shale exposure to NN, PP, PTC, NTC as well as to P and N

it is also quite evident that a negative DC bias greatly increases the activity.

A discrete Mineral phosphate nodule exposed 10 times to PP (15 minute exposure periods ) increased in

activity to 112.46% of pre exposure value after removal at the end of exposure.  The activity which gradually

dropped was monitored for 48 hours.  The half life value was 5.65 hours ( 0.23 ) day.  A different discrete

Mineral nodule exposed in the method above to NN increased to 107.28% and was monitored for 54 hours.  The

half life of the effect here was 42.80 hours ( 1.78 days ).  

Several interesting phenomenon were noted during these investigations.  Some 10 grams of phosphate

nodule ground up material was exposed to +5 kV DC while the Tesla coil above the sample was turned on for 15

minutes.  After 15 minutes the sample was analyzed.   This was repeated for a total of five times and the average

activity ( minus background ) after the five trials was 101.50% of the preexposure level.  This was designated

PTC.  Some hours after the last exposure a series of readings were taken and the average rose to 117.82% of the

preexposure level.  The following morning (about 24 hours later) a series of readings were taken and the average

was 144.97% of the preexposure levels.  The average of the readings taken 4 - 9 days after the exposure rose to

166.19% of the preexposure level.  The average of the readings taken daily 10 - 14 days after exposure had

dropped to 127.69% of preexposure value.  The results are listed in Table 9B.

Next a similar amount of ground up phosphate nodules was exposed to -5 kV while the Tesla coil above

the sample was turned on for 15 minutes.  Again, the exposure was repeated four more times with readings taken

after each exposure.  The average of these five values were 92.27% of the preexposure value.  No exposure was

given after this time but the average of the five readings taken during the next two days was 92.13%.  The average

of five readings taken on day 3 to day 8 after had risen to 114.58% of preexposure levels.

This was investigated further.  The following is an excellent example of how the effects are reversed by

changing the DC polarity.  Two 10 gram samples of ground phosphate nodule from the Mineral shale were placed

in ( 1 ) an aluminum weigh boat and ( 2 ) a disposable polystyrene plastic beaker.  Before exposure readings were
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taken and one sample was exposed to NTC and the other to PTC.  The 15 minute exposure was repeated 4 more

times with 5 minute counts for activity taken after each exposure.  An average of these 5 readings was recorded

and no additional exposure was given. The activity was recorded at various intervals for 4 days.  After this time

the leads on the DC power supply were reversed and the same samples were then exposed to the opposite DC bias

along with the Tesla coil discharge that was used in the first part. Thus what was NTC ( PTC ) would be called

NTCR (PTCR ) and was equivalent to PTC (NTC ).  The plots of the change in activity after exposure, as PTC

and PCTR, versus time for the sample in the aluminum weigh boat is shown in figure xiii. The plot of change of

activity after exposure, as NTC and NTCR, versus time for the sample in the plastic disposable beaker is shown

in figure xiv.  The symmetry of the effects when the polarity of the field is reversed is quite evident for both

samples.                                                                                                                                     

Repeated exposures of the same sample often caused an increase in activity as compared to the reading

after previous exposure.  Other isotopes that showed an increase upon exposure were Pb210 and Sr90 which

showed an increase with either polarity. Uraninite and  Tl204 gave a decrease upon exposure. Uraninite, Tl204,

and U238 (as a uranium nitrate salt) showed a decrease when exposed to negative DC and AC electric. A sample of

U238 acetate that was exposed to negative DC and AC electric showed an increase.  The activity was monitored for

a week.  From the change in activity ( decreasing ) a half life of the effect of 4.69 days was calculated, assuming

first order kinetics.

During June of 1990, small quantities of a solution of *Ba137 were eluted from a Cs137 minigenerator.

The sample volume was split equally into two planchettes (plastic); one planchette was exposed  for two minutes

to the discharges from a Tesla coil which was sitting on the capacitor plate held at 5 kV DC (positive up), then read

for 1 minute with a GM counter.  The other planchette (never exposed) was used as the control  but was treated as

the exposed sample except no exposure was given.  Please note here that only the eluted *Ba137 was exposed to

the electric field (PTC).  The Cs137 source was not exposed at any time to the fields.  The samples were

designated “N” and “E” for no exposure and exposed, respectively.

Five elutions were done in which the exposed sample was read first.  Another five elutions were done in

which the control was read first.  In each elution one sample was read while the other “sat” there the other sample

was read while the first sample sat.  This was repeated until each sample (control and exposed) was read seven

times during which 27 minutes had elapsed.  Thus for each time there was a total of 10 readings.  There were

seven “times” at which the samples activities were recorded (1 minute, 3 minutes, 5 minutes through 27 minutes).  

The “t” test (two tailed) value on the difference between the activities of the samples (df = 13) is
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-3.12  and p = 0.008 with the activity of the exposed sample being 142.96% of the unexposed sample.  

From a plot of the activity versus time one can obtain a half life value for the decay.  The accepted value for

the *Ba137 decay is 2.55 minutes.  The experimental value here was 2.47 minutes for the unexposed sample and

2.85 minutes for the exposed sample; an increase of 115.38% in the half life.

It appears as if that as the activity increased the half life period increased.  One would expect that if the half

life period increased, the activity would drop. This unexpected result may be due to a high conversion coefficent

( Ne/N ) for internal conversion producing at least temporarily a large increase in Auger electrons which could be

counted more effectively by the GM counter.  This could be resolved if the experiment was repeated using a

scintillation counter instead for the shielding around the probe would effectively block the electron emission.   

Most of the isotopes investigated have fairly long half lives to very long half lives.  Because of the

experimental difficultly the method used to investigate the changes in  activity and changes in half life of *Ba137

would not work with these well.

For most other  work on radioisotopes the procedure was to measure activity before exposure and after

exposure and express this as a percent change by dividing the activity after exposure by the activity before

exposure and multiplying the result by 100  ( A/B X 100).   The supposition was that the exposure had at least

lowered or raised the half lives.  Later studies were done on *Ba137, Po210, C14, K40, and Rb87 to measure

change in energy of alpha or beta particles or gamma ray emitted.  For some isotopes it appears that both half life

and energy of emission is changed by exposure to electric (and magnetic) fields (see Table 2 in this and the other

two papers).

The theory offered by Howard R. Reiss (see reference page) predicts these types of changes when certain

types of radioisotopes are exposed to various intense EM fields (most effective at low frequencies). 

Work with the isotopes K40 and Rb87 shows that the effect caused by exposure to combined constant

plus negatively pulsed 60 cycle AC electric fields (NN) does persist for some time with short exposure (15

minutes to 2 hours).  The effect itself has a half life of 49.04 minutes for  K40 and 35.69 minutes for Rb87.  It is

uncertain what the half life of the effect of PTC exposure is for *Ba137.

If the effect of exposure of field on a radioisotope has a half life in this range then the counting time for

measurement of activity is important.  Highly radioactive samples where the amount of radioisotope is larger could

be analyzed using short counting time.  The effect of the fields on activity then would be more noticeable since the

effect itself would not have diminished as much.  This accounts for some of the discrepancies in determining the
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extent of change in activity after exposure. Most of the more recent work done with K40 and Rb87 was done

using a constant counting time particularly after the half life of the effect was determined. 

b.    Combined constant magnetic field plus alternating magnetic field  (MD+A)

Most of the studies have involved use of a solenoid to generate an AC magnetic component with a strong

(2.8 kilogauss) button magnet placed above the solenoid.  The sample was placed on top of the solenoid and

below the button magnet.  The solenoid operating in this fashion generates a 60 cycle AC magnetic field of 416

gauss.  The button magnet was placed 1.5 cm above the sample.  Details are given in Table 10.

Carbon 14 samples in plastic lids were wrapped in aluminum foil to exclude the electric field and exposed

seperately to the north pole and south pole from the button magnet.  This exposure resulted in an increase in

activity in both cases although somewhat higher for the north pole; 105.17%  versus 101.82% for the south pole.

The case for K40 however is different, when the K40 in an aluminum weigh boat  is exposed to the north

pole with magnetic AC the activity decreases to 96.27%. 

Rubidium 87 activity in aluminum weigh boats also decreased ( 96.35% ) with north pole plus AC

magnetic field.  The activity increased ( 101.48% ) when the orientation is south pole plus AC magnetic field.

The activity of *Ba137 eluted from a Cs137 source decreased in activity ( 95.80% ) when exposed to north

pole with AC magnetic field.  

The activity of Pb210 and Po210 also decreased when exposed to north pole with AC magnetic field.

Soil exposed to south pole with AC magnetic field increased slightly, 101.54%, while exposure to north

pole with AC magnetic field decreased to 84.15%.  

Exposure of U238 nitrate to either pole plus AC magnetic field caused a slight increase: 100.60% S,

100.03% N.

Ground up phosphate nodule from the Mineral shale increased to 102.50% when exposed to the south

pole plus AC magnetic field but the Mecca Quarry material decreased to 97.83% when exposed to the same

field.The average for these two was 100.17%. Both shales showed a decrease when exposed to north pole plus

AC magnetic field: 95.80% for the Mineral material and 99.63% for the Mecca Quarry material. These two

averaged 97.71%.
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c.     Constant magnetic field plus alternating electric field (MD + EA)

Several systems were used to investigate the effects of a constant magnetic field coupled with AC electrical

field on radioisotope activities. See Table 11 for details.             

Some studies were done by using a large solenoid as a DC ( constant field ) magnet by running a regulated

filtered DC current through the coil.  In other cases a large permanent horseshoe magnet was used for the constant

magnetic field.  In either case the AC electric field was supplied by a 15 kV neon transformer.  When using the

solenoid the sample was placed on the glass capacitor (insulated by placing it on a thick plastic sheet between it

and the solenoid). The capacitor was energized by the 15 kV neon transformer.  When using the horseshoe magnet

the sample in a plastic lid was placed on top of the capacitor plate that was insulated from ground by placing it on

the plastic sheet and the magnet clamped and held above the capacitor plate.  When a Tesla coil was used the

sample was placed directly on the solenoid or the horseshoe magnet and the discharge aimed down onto the

sample.

Carbon 14, rubidium 87, and potassium 40 when exposed to north or south pole aimed up at the sample

showed a decrease in activity. The activity of K40 exposed with the north pole orientation dropped to 94.00% of

the pre exposure level and the Rb87 activity dropped to 95.42% of pre exposure levels when exposed to the south

pole. The U238 activity increased slightly when exposed to either pole.  Soil exposed to the north pole dropped to

94.17% and when exposed to the south pole rose to 177.78% of pre exposure levels.

Phosphate nodule exposed to north up fields and electric AC resulted in a decrease 6 out of 9 times

( 66.67% ) of the experiments when measured using the thin end window GM tube designated “C”. The average

activity after exposure was 98.33% of pre exposure value.  However when measured with the thicker end

window designated “P” there was a decrease in 6 out of 9 ( 66.7% ) of the experiments with the average activity

after exposure being 89.89% of the pre exposure value. Comparing P and C roughly the same effect was noted     

when the samples were exposed to south up and AC electric field with 33.3% in each system showing a decrease.

The C system averaged 115.22% of pre exposure value and the P system 110.00%.  Note that the south pole

exposure in general causes an increase in activity. 

As noted earlier there were differences between changes as measured using the “C” (thin window 1.5-2.0

mg/cm2) and the “P” (thick window 2.0-3.0 mg/cm2) Geiger tubes. In these experiments with combined fields

the range was from about 51% of preexposure value using “P”  to 156% of preexposure value for “C”. 

This could be interpreted that certain exposures may be increasing the total number of particles (? waves)

which include many more weaker ones at the expense of the stronger ones. Indeed since Feather analysis studies
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presented show  that under some circumstances the energies of the beta from C14, K40, and Rb87 changes with

electromagnetic exposure this seems to be a valid conclusion.

The isotope Pb210 analyzed using the “P” GM tube showed a slight increase when exposed to north up

and a slight decrease when exposed to south up. Thorium oxide generally showed a small decrease in activity

when exposed to north up and a small increase exposed to south up.

In general exposure of phosphate to north up plus magnetic ac causes a decrease in activity. The average

for 9 experiments was 98.33%. Exposure to south up plus magnetic ac increases the activity. The average of 9

experiments was 115.22%. Some specific cases are noted below.

Two samples of ground up phosphate nodule in plastic disposable beakers were exposed simultaneously.

In one case the sample  was exposed to north up on the blue horseshoe magnet  and to Tesla coil generated pulsed

AC electric fields from above.  Here the activity which was 111% of preexposure value after the first exposure

dropped to 95% of preexposure value in a series of three periods of exposures.  The reader is referred to 39-44 in

Table 11.

At the same time  the other sample was exposed to south up end of the blue horseshoe magnet and to the

Tesla coil generated pulsed AC electric fields.  For this sample the activity rose from 99.9% of preexposure value

after the first period of exposure to 143% of preexposure value by the third period of exposure. Here the reader is

to 45-50 and 60-62 in Table 11.  

To this author these experiments were the clearest examples of the different effects that the different

polarities of a magnet have on radioisotopes as well as the effect that repeated exposure has on the activity.  The

ratio of change of activities of south up divided by north up went from 0.83 on the 1st exposure to 1.15 on the

2nd and to 1.39 by the 3rd exposure. 

d.     Alternating magnetic field and constant electric field  (MA + ED)

For the mixed system of magnetic AC and electric DC the solenoid was used in the AC mode using AC

current to generate the AC magnetic field.  With the current and the voltage used the magnetic field was 416 gauss,

60 hertz.  To generate the DC electric (which was generally 8 to 10 kV) two Teltron DC power supplies were used

in series.  With this system the glass capacitor which was taped on a thick plastic sheet was placed on top of the

solenoid and two samples were placed on the capacitor plate.  See Table 12 for details.

When C14 ( 3 trials ) and K40 ( 1 trial ) were exposed with the negative plate up the activity increased

during the four experiments done using that orientation. The C14 averaged 109.00% and K40 averaged 104.00%.
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With the polarity reversed to positive up all four (100%)  resulted in a decrease in activity using C14 and  (66.7%)

(2 out of 3 experiments) for K40.  When the sample was exposed to conditions where the electric capacitor plates

were vertical (same direction as the length of the solenoid) the activity also decreased.   When K40 was exposed to

this crossed orientation the results were split; in one experiment the activity increased and in another the activity

decreased.

When Rb87 was exposed with the negative plate up the activity decreased to 98% of pre exposure levels.

Exposure to positive up resulted in an increase of activity to 101%.

A Feather analysis was done on C14 exposed to the AC magnetic field combined with + or - 10 kV DC.

The EBmax for the control for the positive 10 kV DC plus AC magnetic exposure was 0.157 MeV ( literature value

is 0.156 MeV ).  The exposed sample had an  EBmax of 0.161 MeV - 102.55% of the unexposed sample.  The

control EBmax for the negative 10 kV DC plus AC magnetic exposure was 0.160 MeV while the exposed sample

value was 0.162 MeV - 101.25% of the unexposed.

Using the “C” GM tube the phosphate exposed to positive up increased  ( average of 2 = 103.20% ) but

exposed to negative up increased still more to 122.44%.

When the phosphate nodules were ground up and aliquots placed in plastic disposable beakers the activity

as measured using the thin window “C” GM tube increased to between 105% and 122% of preexposure level.

However using the “P” GM tube with the thicker end window the readings on the same sample were again as low

as 50% and as high as 149% of the preexposure level.  Although the results of exposure of other isotopes to

MA + ED frequently were different when using the “P” tube as compared to the “C” tube, they weren’t always as

different as when the phosphate was exposed to MA + ED conditions.  In some cases there was essentially no

difference.  For studies using the same  sample and this system the difference between “P” and  “C” for C14 was

111% “P” versus 112% “C”; 104% “P” versus 105% “C”; and 99% “P” versus 98% “C”.  When the K40 values

are measured using “P” and “C” the results are similar to C14; 98% for “P” versus 98% for “C”, and 97% for “P”

versus 101% for “C”.

Soil exposed to positive fields decreased to 90.71% and changed little when exposed to negative fields

( 100% ). 

Other results for these systems include a decrease in activity of U238 as the nitrate salt when exposed to the

crossed orientation DC system. Uranium 238 acetate exposed to negative up increased to 101.66% of pre

exposure levels and decreased to 98.95% while exposed to positive up.  
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Another interesting result of the exposure of the carbon 14 was that repeated exposure to positive DC

resulted in an increase of activity although on first exposure the activity was below preexposure level and

remained below the pre exposure level after the repeated exposure. Repeated exposure to negative DC caused a

decrease in activity although the first exposure was above the preexposure levels.

e..     Alternating magnetic and electrical fields plus constant electric field  (M + E)AC + (EDC)

In this system the sample was set on the glass capacitor plate and energized with 8 or 5 kV DC.  This plate

(on the plastic sheet) charged 8 or 5 kV positive was placed on top of the solenoid which was energized with 60

cycle line current to generate a 416 G 60 hertz AC magnetic field.  Facing down toward the sample was an

aluminum wire connected to the 15 kV neon transformer.   See Table 15 for additional experimental details.

Carbon 14 and potassium 40 exposed to the positive 8 kV system behaved odd here as PO4 did in

previous experiments in that the initial exposure dropped the activity some whereas the second exposure cause the

activity to raise. 

Using the initial exposure for calculations the C14 exposed to the positive plate decreased to 98.44% while

exposed to the negative plate the activity decreased to 96.72%.

Potassium forty decreased in activity when exposed to the positive plate ( 96.82% ) and decreased even

more so when exposed to the negative plate ( 87.22% ).

The rubidium eighty seven isotope increased in activity to 112.41% of pre exposure values when exposed

to the positive plate and decreased to 97.96% when exposed to the negative plate.

Uranium 238 as nitate and acetate salts increased to 100.92% of pre exposure levels when exposed to the

positive plate and decreased to 98.96% when exposed to the negative plate.

Exposure of ground phosphate nodule ( from the Mineral shale ) resulted in a slight decrease ( 99.88% )

when exposed to the positive plate and an increase to 104.34% exposedto the negative plate.

Soil exposed to either DC field caused an increase with the negative field being more effective; 187.78%

for positive exposure and 199.14% for negative exposure. 

f.     Constant electric and magnetic fields plus alternating magnetic field  (E + M)DC + (MAC)

Here a solenoid was used to generate both an AC magnetic and DC magnetic signal.  The lead was ran

from a variac to the solenoid and the lead from a high current DC power supply.  The DC electric was set up so as

two metal plates were placed side by side to the vertical solenoid.  Refer to Table 16 for details.
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With a north up orientation on the DC magnet carbon 14 increased in activity.  The activity of potassium 40

appears to also increase (when the “C” GM tube is used).  Phosphate and the U238 decreased in activity.

g.      Constant and alternating magnetic fields plus constant electric field (MD + A) + (EDC)

In this system the solenoid again was operated on the AC and DC mode to generate a AC and DC magnetic

signal with south up.  The sample was placed on a glass capacitor plate (on a plastic sheet) which was placed on

top of the vertical solenoid.  Above the sample another metal foil was placed and energized with 10 kV DC.

The carbon 14 activity again increased upon exposure but potassium 40 and phosphate increased rather

dramatically also.  The Po210 activity even increased slightly.  Some additional  information is given in Table 17.

h.  Alternating (pulsed) electric fields (EAC Supplemental )

All of the data here came from exposure of samples to the rectified 60 hertz, zero bias, signal produced by

running the 60 hertz 15 kV sine wave produced by the neon transformer through a high voltage diode. The signal

produced by one orientation of the diode was a pulsed 60 hertz 7.5 kV positive wave called “P” while when the

diode was reversed the signal produced was a 60 hertz 7.5 kV negative pulsed wave designated “N”.  These

pulses had very little, if any, DC bias.  In most cases the samples were placed on an aluminum plate or foil which

was usually grounded to earth.  A sharp metal probe was positioned above the sample.  The probe was energized

with the pulsed signal.  This set up was called [AG] or [HGA].  If no counter indication is noted in Table 26

assume that this is the set up used. In a few cases the aluminum plate itself is energized.  This set up was called

[G] or [G-].

The isotopes C14 ( 89.00%), K40 (96.50% ), and Rb87 (99.86% ) all had a lower % change ( decreased

activity ) when exposed to the “P” signal. Exposed to the “N” signal C14 ( 100.50% ), and Rb87 ( 102.81% ), had

increased activity and K40( 98.00% ) decreased although the potassium change was greater than when exposed to

“P”. The results for Rb87 includes data from Table 25 reported in section four.

The isotopes Th232,U238, and uraninite all had a lower % change ( decreased activity ) when exposed to

the N signal as compared to the P signal although the uraninite change was less than the pre exposure levels for

both polarities.

The analysis of black shales was the main reason for collecting this data.  The phosphatic shale matrix and
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the phosphate nodules found within were analyzed seperately but reported collectively here.  The phosphatic shale

activity increased greatly upon exposure to either signal but more so when exposed to the N signal. ( N-139.67%,

P- 119.59% ).  A possible explanation for this large increase may be as follows.  As a whole the black shales are

richer in potassium , carbon and rubidium than uranium and thorium.  Exposure to the N signal of the 1st three

isotopes generally results in greater activity while exposure of the last two isotopes generally results in a decrease.

Since the shales are richer in  potassium, carbon, and rubidium than in uranium and thorium the observed results

are not surprizing.  Further evidence for this is presented in an previous section concerning results of exposure of

the shale components ( matrix and nodules ) to 60 hertz AC produced the neon transformer used in the present

study.  Additional information on the shales is found on pages 6-8 of this section.

i.  Pulsed electric fields (EACP)

The output from a Van de Graaff generator was used to expose several isotopes.  The spark gap from a

wire connected to the top sphere was adjusted to arc when 2-2.5 centimeters above earth ground.  Among the

isotopes exposed was C14.  A sample in a plastic lid was exposed in sets of 5 minute exposures repeated 5 times.

The change in activity was 89.30% of pre exposure level for the 1st exposure set.  This dropped to 87.52% of pre

exposure level for the 2nd exposure set and to 72.56% for the 3rd.  The activity was read the next day following a

night with no exposure and was 73.33% of the pre exposure level.  Note that activity remained about unchanged

since the last exposure.  Later the 2nd day the 4th set of exposures was given which resulted in further reduction;

down to 71.55% of the pre exposure level.

A discrete phosphate nodule was placed in a plastic disposable beaker and exposed to the discharge from a

Tesla coil.  The exposures were 30 minutes each and sets of 5 runs were taken .  After the 1st set of exposures the

activity was 97.88% of pre exposure levels but increased to 118.67% of pre exposure levels with the 2nd set of

exposures and finally to 143.88% after the 3rd set of exposures. 

The above example shows dramatically that activity readings taken after repeated exposures of radioactive

samples do not follow a simple pattern .  Refering back to pages 7 and 8 where a discussion of the effect of single

set of exposures of phosphate to PTC and NTC one can see that even with a single exposure the subsequent

changes in activity are complex. 
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C.     SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The combination of fields or conditions ( a-i ) may cause the activity of samples to become higher than

either condition seperately, or lower than either separately, or intermediate to either. For an example the reader can

refer to Table 25 , PTC-Null-NTC, and observe the activities when a sample is exposed to PTC ( positive DC field

plus positive pulses from a Tesla coil, Null or TC - positive pulses from the Tesla coil alone, and NTC where the

sample is exposed to a negative DC field plus the positive pulses from the Tesla coil. For K40 and phosphate the

null value is intermediate between PTC and NTC but for Rb87 the null value is lower than either PTC or NTC.

The combination of an ac magnetic field plus either negative or positive DC field ( Mac + Edc ) produces

activities that generally are intermediate between the two fields. The reader is refered to section one for activities

for exposure to Mac alone. With the combined fields C14, K40, and phosphate activities are higher for those

exposed to the magnetic AC plus negative DC field.

For  Rb87 those samples exposed to positive DC plus magnetic AC have higher activities. For the soil the

activity of the samples exposed to magnetic AC alone was higher than when exposed to magnetic AC plus

negative or positive DC field although those exposed to negative DC field were higher than those exposed to the

positive DC field. The observation from the soil and rudidium eighty seven was based on only one sample for the

combined systems while the observation for the other three were based on a larger number of samples.

Further evidence that there is a real change ocurring when radioisotopes are exposed to combined EM

fields can be seen by looking at the hugh changes in the energy maximum of emitted beta particles (EBmax ) and

the changes in half life.  The EBmax of K40 exposed to NN ( Table 9A ) was 110.34% higher than the unexposed

and the EBmax for PP exposure was 107.84% of the unexposed.  The calculated half life ( using procedure shown

on pages 108 - 110 in Chase and Rabinowitz ) for K40 exposed to NN was 88.44% of the unexposed.  Exposure

of Rb87 to PP and NN caused the greatest change in EBmax and half life that this author has seen in any isotope

analyzed in twelve years of research in this field. The EBmax of Rb87 exposed to NN was 549.00% higher than

the unexposed with the calculated half life being 87.88% of the unexposed.  The EBmax of Rb87 exposed to PP

was 66.27% of the unexposed with the calculated half life being 110.49% of the unexposed. Large changes in the

energy and half life of *Ba137 are also reported in Table 2.  For additional information the reader is refered back to

pages 6 and 9.  Smaller changes in EBmax of C14 ( 102.55% - 101.25% of unexposed sample ) exposed to AC
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magnetic fields plus constant electric fields ( Table 12 ) are reported on page 13.

The author feels that additional work needs to be done investigating depth of penetration of these effects

into ( soil ) surfaces. It is felt that any magnetic effect would be more penetrating while electrical effects would be

limited to near the top of the ( soil ) surface. Studies need to be done investigating differences between single

exposure and repeated exposure as well as differences between short term ( seconds to hours ) and long term

( days to years ) exposure.  Investigations should be done on the effects that polarization of particularly the

magnetic field ( along power lines ) has on the effects.  Additional work needs to be done in determining how

polarized the emitted radiation is coming from the affected radioactive source.  Along with the above work one

could more accurately measure the half life of the effects and the energies of emission.

II.      APPENDIX

. A. Tables

B. Figures

C. Selected references
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